
 

This post covers a new version of X360ce Vibmod. I’ll talk about what it is, how to use it, and what you can do with it. I’ll also show you where to download the file from. X360ce Vibmod lets you use your Xbox 360 controller on your computer by emulating an Xbox 360 via software and translating the actions of the controller into keyboard and mouse movements. It lets you play games that were not
designed for a gamepad on PC with nearly all features intact; such as Batman: Arkham Asylum (Playstation 3), Serious Sam 3 (PC) and Dark Messiah Might & Magic (PC). X360ce Vibmod is a modified version of the Freeware utility, x360ce and comes with two extra features: allow the use of dual analog (HOTAS) controllers and user profiles. Vibmod is able to emulate the behavior of almost every
Xbox 360 controller. It includes support for all of the buttons and even has included support for rumble feedback via both analog sticks, triggers and the buttons within the controller. It also includes support for most (but not all) of the Xbox 360’s special functions such as D-pad, triggers and rumble paks. The profile system is really great. X360ce Vibmod lets you save your settings into various profiles
that the user can access the next time he uses it. This makes it easier to customize each controller for different games, or for different users on one computer. The main features of X360ce Vibmod are: 

X360ce Vibmod is available at its official website, here . The file download is free and does not contain any adware, spyware or viruses. The file comes in both 32-bit and 64-bit binary files. To use X360ce Vibmod, you need to extract the files to an easily accessible location (for example, your desktop). As of this post there are two zip files provided: One contains the 32-bit binary and the other
contains the 64-bit binary. If you are using a 64-bit OS, extract only the 64-bit version. The next step is to run x360ce.exe (or x360ce_x64.exe if you’re using a 64-bit OS). If you haven’t already downloaded it, download it from its official website here. The program is pretty simple to use. Simply plug in your controller, run the program and configure it per the instructions on the setup page. You may
notice that there are no actual instructions but if you go through the instructions once, it becomes very easy. Here are some screenshots of what each screen looks like:

   

X360ce Vibmod is a modified version of x360ce that allows users to use dual analog controllers along with their standard controllers.
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